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Picture comprehension for grade 2 with answers



Jake goes on his first plane trip and he's talking to everyone about it, even his stuffed panda. Will he enjoy flying? sophomores Chloe and Joey are looking around their backyard. They quickly discover that they see things quite differently! I think sophomore Rosie is too quiet, but when dad
says she's too big, she learns about all the sounds going on around her. Discover the noisy silence Rosie hears in this reading understanding worksheet.sophomore Joey is dressed up as a superhero and is set to attend every party. Will his costume win the first prize? Find out in this
reading passage about a bunch of barn animals and their picnic plans. Sophomore Rory can hardly wait to read her new favorite book from the school library, but someone has already read it! Includes reading questions and vocabulary. Sophomores Tommy, Clara and Colin are playing in
the snow. Each of them is building a snowman. Who's the tallest? sophomore Uh-oh! roosters have problems oversleeping and can't wake up all the other animals! Sophomore grandpa loses his socks and Alex and Emma are in the case! They see what looks like a duck, another that looks
like a bearded man, and a gray one that looks like rain. They will love to hear their beloved dog, Coco?sophomore Rosie, talk about her dad's bedtime. But if dad gets sick and can't listen to bedtime stories, will they miss story time? sophomores Claire and Anna discover that reading can
take you on an unexpected adventure - even in the pages of a good book! sophomores Hayley and Ben play the game to see who can fit a lot of items in their coat pockets. Who wins? This is a follow-up question and clever, fall-themed reading understanding activity. Eve's mother, a
sophomore, is tired of winter. She misses sunshine, birds and flowers. Eve finds a way to give her mom flowers, even in all of Sammy's Day snow in the Cayman Islands Sammy is having a magical time in the Cayman Islands! Sophomore Annie can't fall asleep. Will her evening visitors find
a way to seduce her into sweet dreams -- without counting sheep?Nina runs right while racing her brother into a sophomoreWeb. Nina thinks a huge spider has landed on top of her. Do they find the spider and who wins the race? Students read the story and then complete the
understanding confirmation question. They can't find gold, but they find many other treasures along the beach. 2nd Grade Max, Pops and Glam work together to build sock dolls so they can ride in doll shows. All she has to do to win the award is throw the baseball in the bottle and beat it.
Taylor finds winning games harder than it seems. Sophomore Dave's mother gives him some bean seeds to plant. What does he do to grow them? Does she find an egg behind a bush that may be old? Is it a good egg or a bad egg? Sophomore Jimmy discovers treasures in his own
backyard! students read stories and complete checked questions for understanding. Sophomore Mia, Max, missing earrings Mia and Max are determined to help Mrs Wilson find her missing earrings. Are they left to the task? An answer key is also included. Fifth-grader Angela is supposed
to help her family prepare for a backyard picnic when she's being taken care of by her pet cat. Sophomore Emily's animal neighbors enjoy most of her garden harvest, but Emily considers a spicy ending to the growing season. Students should review their understanding by reading
passages and answering subsequent questions. Read the passage and answer the questions you understand afterwards. In this story, Katie learns that the first isn't always the best, and sophomore Jill is a rock collector who's afraid to pick up rocks with bugs in them. Her fearless brother
Ben follows her around and makes his own sophomore collection. Students learn to compare and contrast characters. Sophomore Emma and her brother Alex play hide and seek. Emma looks for Alex, but can't find him anywhere. Alex can't play anywhere because he has to clean the room,
but her brother turns it into a fun game. People throw colored water at each other for fun this day. In this story, Sammy receives a call from his friend Rah. Raj wants him to come and wear old clothes. But why do sophomores Kate and Will eat lunch together. Will finds an unusual surprise in
his lunchbox. Tip: It is black and white and smells like a flower.Her brother Max makes cookies. She wants to help, but Max says she's too little. Max quickly discovers that Libby is a great help in the kitchen, where a family of four of 2nd Grade enters a pet shop and finds out what happens
when they can't agree on the perfect pet. Detectives Emma and Alex are in the case and while they return home from school they find out what happened to the fish teaching his brother Ben the secret to adding big numbers. First Emma makes two hats. Then she makes some paper
airplanes. Then she makes a paper boat, where sophomore Seth pretends he's a kitten, but when he chases the dragonfly outside, he ends up covered in mud. It is too far for her to climb. How can her kitten help lower a kite? Her kitten helps her choose the best item to pack. Sophomore
Anna is practicing her yo-yo for future Olympics. The only problem is that she can't find her yo-yo, or where her kitten went! Where's Kitty in the second grade? Seeing kitty like that gives Anna a great idea for Halloween costumes for Kitty! Includes reading questions, writing prompts, and
vocabulary. Sophomore Anna and missing puzzle piece Anna believe Kitty took her missing puzzle piece. She has to learn a lesson about teamwork to complete the puzzle. Includes reading questions, writing prompts, and vocabulary. Sophomore Anna will try to make $40 so she can buy a
dollhouse. When she finds out how hard it is to make so much money, she has another idea of what happens when Anna is asked to bring her class pet home for a long weekend? Have a plan to catch a glimpse of Santa before he's next home! worksheets &gt; Reading &gt; Grade 2 Use
these free and printable worksheets to practice and improve reading comprehension, vocabulary and writing. Each worksheet contains short fiction or nonfiction passages and some questions. These worksheets are at the second grade level. These Grade 2 leveled stories are taken from a
series of leveled reading workbooks. Each successive level provides a larger reading challenge. More than 20 free children's stories are followed by questions of understanding. Most passages are 150-200 word long. Ask students to remember what they read. EachFour questions followed
by a focus on calling information directly from the sentence. The reading comprehension worksheet focuses on specific comprehension topics such as text main ideas vs. details, sequences, and story elements (characters, settings, plots). There is also practice in short plays and dramas,
which are a fun way to improve your understanding. Skills.
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